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Office of Inspector General 
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Don Graves, Jr. 

Audit 
Report 

Deputy Assistant Secretary for Small Business, Housing, and Community 
Development 

This report presents the results of our audit of investment decisions 
involving banks admitted to the Small Business Lending Fund (SBLF). 
SBLF is a fund created to provide capital to community banks with 
assets of less than $10 billion with incentives to stimulate small business 
lending. Our audit objective was to determine whether the initial group of 
institutions approved for participation in the SBLF program was 
financially sound and able to meet SBLF repayment and dividend 
obligations. Our audit focused on 23 of the first 55 participants approved 
for f unding and on Treasury's implementation of the investment decision 
process. To further evaluate the effectiveness of the decision process, 
we followed up on our previous report recommendation that Treasury 
obtain more robust information from the appropriate federal regulators on 
the financial health of institutions seeking funding. 

To accomplish our objective, we reviewed documentation supporting 
Treasury's investment decisions and interviewed SBLF staff, officials 
from two of the federal banking agencies (FBAs)-the Federal Deposit 
Insurance Corporation (FDIC) and the Federal Reserve Board (FRB)-and 
Treasury's third-party financial analysts. We also compared FBA 
supervisory consultative memoranda t o the most relevant bank 
examination reports from the FBAs to determine whether they provided 
Treasury with robust and complete information regarding the financial 
health of applicants. We did not obtain reports of examination from state 
regulators because state laws prohibit the sharing of reports of 
examination with non-regulatory entities. 

We conducted our fieldwoirk from July 2011 through January 2012 in 
accordance with Government Auditing Standards . Those standards 
require that we plan and perform the audit to obtain sufficient, 
appropriate evidence to provide a reasonable basis for our findings and 
conclusions based on our audit objectives. We believe the evidence 
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obtained provides a reasonable basis for our findings and conclusions 
based on our audit objectives. Appendix 1 contains a more detailed 
description of our audit objective, scope, and methodology. 

Results in Brief 

While Treasury intended to approve only those institutions that could 
meet SBLF program dividend and repayment obligations, our review of 
23 approved institutions disclosed that 12, or 52 percent, had significant 
supervisory issues that could restrict their ability to meet their financial 
obligations to the SBLF program. Although the banks reviewed had 
CAMELS composite ratings of "2," Federal bank examiners and, in some 
cases, supervisory consultations noted multiple supervisory concerns 
about bank earnings, asset quality, and management. However, FBAs did 
not always report concerns identified in bank examinations, leaving 
Treasury without sufficiently robust information about the financial 
condition of institutions seeking funding. Although Treasury designed a 
program that targeted financially viable institutions, it did not specify the 
types of supervisory information requiring disclosure in FBA 
consultations as we had previously recommended. As a result, FBAs 
exercised significant discretion when disclosing supervisory concerns, 
and may have considered mitigating factors differently. 

In other cases, where Treasury was informed of supervisory concerns 
prior to investment decisions, we found no evidence that Treasury 
considered such issues in its approval decisions. For example, Treasury's 
investment staff appropriately questioned whether 8 of the 12 
institutions would be able to pay Treasury dividends on SBLF securities, 
and noted that 2 of the 8 may have to use SBLF funds and/or borrow 
money to finance SBLF dividends and/or bank operations. However, 
Treasury approved these institutions without a clear rationale, including 
three that had repayment probabilities below program thresholds and one 
that was under a dividend restriction by its regulator. Treasury's 
Investment Committee overrode the repayment analysis results because 
the initial probabilities were considered to be too conservative. This 
constituted a deviation from Treasury's credit analysis process, and in 
every case reviewed by the audit, appeared to be done to increase each 
bank's chances of approval. Finally, Treasury used a flawed and 
untested credit analysis methodology to predict applicant repayment 
ability. 

The weaknesses identified raise questions about whether Treasury 
negotiated an effective supervisory consultative process, considered 
sufficient information, and consistently implemented its investment 
decision process. Also, without evidence of how supervisory concerns 
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raised in the consultative process were addressed in Treasury's final 
decision, it is unclear whether some of the institutions approved in June 
2011 have the fiscal ability to consistently meet their dividend 
obligations and repay principal as the Small Business Jobs Act intended. 
Because the investment period for the SBLF program has passed, we did 
not recommend improvements to the investment decision process. 
However, we are recommending that Treasury create an internal watch 
list and engage in enhanced monitoring of the 12 banks with supervisory 
issues identified by our audit. 

Management Response 

In a written response, Treasury provided comments on the report 
findings and identified planned corrective actions to implement the report 
recommendation. Management's response is summarized in the 
Recommendation section of the report, and the text of the response is 
included in Appendix 2. 

Because our report refers to the FBAs' role in the investment decision 
process, we provided the FDIC and FRB with a draft of the report for 
comment. In written responses, the FDIC and FRB generally disagreed 
with the report's assertion that they did not fully disclose concerns 
reported in bank examinations. Both agencies downplayed the 
significance of the supervisory issues identified and stated that they 
believed the OIG did not give adequate deference to the composite 
CAMELS "2" ratings of the banks reviewed. Further, the FDIC 
commented that the report intimated it was obligated to report every 
supervisory finding, which Treasury had not directed it to do, and such 
findings were expected to be remediated in the normal course of 
business. The FDIC also contested any criticism of their supervisory 
consultation memorandum's lack of detail on commercial real estate 
concentrations. Finally, the FDIC disagreed with the report's suggestion 
that enforcement actions were lifted to qualify banks for the SBLF 
program, and FRB expressed concern with the amount of information 
disclosed from its confidential supervisory reports. The full text of FDIC's 
and FRB's responses is included in Appendix 3. 

0/G Comment 

OIG believes that Treasury's corrective actions are responsive to our 
recommendation. With respect to Management's comments, OIG 
maint ains its concerns that Treasury made decisions without being able 
to fully document that it adequately considered all of the risks of 
investing in the applicants. In addition, we continue to believe that 
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Treasury gave too much authority over the information it would receive 
to the FBAs. 

With respect to the disclosure of supervisory issues by the FBAs, the 
OIG provided FDIC and FRB with specific examples of supervisory issues 
that were not reported to Treasury, which the agencies acknowledged 
were not disclosed in their supervisory consultative memoranda. The 
report makes clear that the OIG believes Treasury had responsibility for 
specifying the information it needed, and does not state that the FBAs 
deliberately withheld information or had an obligation to report all 
supervisory findings. The report also notes that Treasury had access to 
CRE concentrations through other data sources. We disagree, however, 
that all of the undisclosed issues had either been resolved or were 
insignificant. For example, one of the "2" CAMELS-rated banks, for 
which deteriorating asset quality was a concern, continues to have 
deepening asset quality issues. As of September 30, 2011, the bank had 
nearly doubled its provisioning for loan and lease losses, while total non
current loans and leases had increased by almost 800 percent over the 
same period. The OIG also disagrees that the CAMELS ratings should 
have been sufficient for Treasury's review. CAMELS ratings are not only 
susceptible to becoming stale, but OIG and FDIC OIG reports have found 
that CAMELS ratings do not always reflect the full risks of an institution. 
Further, in the SBLF process the FBAs stated that their supervisory 
consultations did not provide any forward-looking validations of viability, 
and only reflected information as of the date of the assessment. These 
limitations on CAMELS ratings should have led Treasury to request 
additional information in order to make fully-informed investment 
decisions. 

Where appropriate, we have revised the text of the report to address the 
FDIC's concerns about the termination of enforcement actions and to 
incorporate technical corrections suggested by both FDIC and FRB. The 
OIG has also carefully obscured specific identifying information about the 
approved banks while maintaining sufficient detail to maintain the 
integrity of the audit and compliance with Government Auditing 
Standards. 

Background 

On September 27, 2010, President Obama signed into law the Small 
Business Jobs Act of 2010, establishing the SBLF. SBLF is a fund 
created to provide capital to community banks with incentives to 
stimulate small business lending and, as a result, promote job creation 
and economic growth within communities. In addition to statutory 
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eligibility requirements, participation in the SBLF program was restricted 
to financially viable institutions that were ( 1) adequately capitalized, (2) 
not expected to become undercapitalized, and (3) not expected to be 
placed into conservatorship or receivership. 

Treasury launched the SBLF program in December 20, 2010, and by the 
June 22, 2011 application deadline, had received requests from 935 
financial institutions for $11 .8 billion of the $30 billion authorized for the 
program. By the program's September 27, 2011 funding deadline, 
Treasury had disbursed $4.03 billion to 332 institutions. Treasury made 
the first investment decisions in June 2011, approving 55 institutions. 
The remaining approvals occurred in the last quarter of the fiscal year, 
and Treasury disbursed the majority of the funds in the last month 
leading up to the September 2011 deadline. 

In May 2011, we reported that Treasury established an 8-step 
investment decision process that examined applicant eligibility, financial 
viability, and ability to repay Treasury's SBLF investment.1 Two key 
components of Treasury's decision process were FBA validation of each 
applicant's financial viability and a credit analysis performed by third
party financial agents to determine applicant ability to repay Treasury's 
investment and meet SBLF dividend obligations. However, at that time, 
Treasury was still developing the process for evaluating applicant 
repayment ability. Our report disclosed that Treasury had designed the 
program to target institutions with sufficient capital to repay the SBLF 
investment and to increase small business lending. While we reported 
that the process was consistent with legislative eligibility requirements, 
we also identified areas for improvement. Specifically, we reported that 
Treasury did not require thorough disclosure from the FBAs of 
supervisory issues influencing the health of the banks and had granted 
FBAs significant discretion over the types of information they could 
report to Treasury. Further, we reported that Treasury's process did not 
provide for checking back with FBAs prior to closing on its SBLF 
investments to ensure that the financial condition of institutions had not 
changed since approval. 

We recommended, among other things, that Treasury: (1) specify the 
types of information that must be in the supervisory consultative 
narratives provided by the FBAs; and (2) confirm with FBAs that there 
were no changes in the institution's financial viability or supervisory 
information prior to disbursement of SBLF funds. Treasury personnel did 

1 OIG-SBLF-11 -001, Small Business lending Fund: Investment Decision Process for the Small Business 
lending Fund, May 13, 2011. 
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not agree to specify the types of supervisory issues that FBAs should 
report, or to change procedures to confirm with FBAs whether changes 
in the financial condition of institutions had occurred, because doing so 
would have reopened what had already been lengthy negotiations with 
the regulators. However, Treasury told us that they ultimately confirmed 
that there were no changes in the financial viability of an institution 
before funding. 

Treasury Approved Institutions that May Have Difficulty Meeting 
Repayment and Dividend Obligations 

Our audit disclosed that 1 2, or 52 percent, of the 23 institutions 
reviewed have significant supervisory issues that could make them 
unable to fully meet their financial obligations to the SBLF program. 
Although we do not conclude that Treasury inappropriately approved 
these institutions for SBLF participation, records of Treasury's decisions 
do not clearly show how or if Treasury officials considered some of the 
risks of these investments. Federal bank examination reports, CAMELS2 

ratings, and/or supervisory consultative memoranda showed concerns 
about bank earnings, asset quality (such as commercial real estate 
exposure at 300 or more percent of total risk-based capital3

), and 
inadequate bank management. Reports by FBAs and the Treasury Office 
of Inspector General (OIG) have shown that these characteristics can 
contribute substantially to the financial decline of banks. Even if these 
supervisory issues do not affect a bank's viability, they may impair a 
bank's ability to consistently pay dividends or repay Treasury's 
investment. For example, commercial real estate loans typically require 
100 percent risk weighting, requiring a bank to retain more capital to 
meet regulatory capital requirements and reducing liquidity needed to 
meet an institution's financial obligations to Treasury. 

2 
"CAMELS" refers to ratings of six essential components of an institution's financial condition and 

operations that FBAs assign to financial institutions. These component factors address: adequacy of 
capital; quality of assets; capability of management; quality and level of earnings; adequacy of 
!iquidity; and sensitivity of the institution's earnings or capital to market risk. FBAs assign composite 
and component ratings of 1 to 5, with 1 indicating the strongest performance and least degree of 
supervisory concern; and a 5 indicating the weakest performance, and highest degree of supervisory 
concern. 
3 

Regulatory guidance establishes that, among other measures, a bank has a commercial real estate 
concentration when total commercial real estate loans represent 300 percent or more of the 
institution's total risk-based capital (excluding loans on owner-occupied property) . The outstanding 
balanc'e of the institution's commercial real estate loan portfolio must also have increased by 50 
percent or more during the prior 36 months. 
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In some cases, bank regulators did not fully disclose supervisory 
concerns relevant to Treasury's decision, and may have considered 
mitigating factors differently. This occurred because FBAs had significant 
discretion over the type of supervisory information to provide Treasury. 
When questioned about why all supervisory issues were not disclosed, 
FDIC stated that many of the supervisory issues were resolved by 
ensuing state examination reports, which it could not release to us as 
their disclosure is restricted by state law. Further, FDIC explained that 
the undisclosed issues, while important to bank management, had no 
impact on the viability of the institutions. FRB stated that the supervisory 
issues were already reflected in the CAMELS ratings provided to 
Treasury. We believe such issues were important because OIG and 
regulator reports have shown that some of this supervisory information 
can indicate risky lending practices or poor risk management. Further, 
the CAMELS ratings are static and the FBAs would not validate future 
predictability of future financial losses. For th is reason, we previously 
recommended that Treasury request more robust information about 
supervisory issues, such as an institution's compliance history, 
enforcement actions taken against it, and matters requiring attention 
identified in bank examination reports. Treasury, however, declined to 
implement the recommendation because it believed that FBAs already 
understood the types of . information they needed to report, and they did 
not want to reopen what had been an already lengthy negotiation 
process with the FBAs. 

Treasury Did Not Obtain Sufficiently Robust Information from FBAs About the 
Condition of Financial Institutions Applying for Funding 

FBA l?Upervisory consultative memoranda used for SBLF investment 
decisions frequently did not fully disclose supervisory concerns noted in 
bank examination reports for 11 of the 12 institutions. The "supervisory 
validation of viability" section of the supervisory memorandum instructs 
FBAs to provide a narrative of material supervisory issues, including 
ongoing financial conditions and enforcement actions, if any. The 
instructions also required discussion of any CAMELS component ratings 
lower than "3," but did not specify that all supervisory issues should be 
disclosed. As described below, the examination reports contained a 
variety of supervisory issues that we believe might have been relevant to 
Treasury's investment decision, but were not reported by FBAs. 
Specifically, the memoranda omitted discussion of credit risk information 
for three banks and management problems for four banks. This occurred 
because Treasury did not provide FBAs guidance on the types of 
supervisory concerns to be addressed in the consultative memoranda as 
we previously recommended. 
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Treasury informed us that they were aware of the high commercial real 
estate concentrations based on information from other data sources, but 
with a few exceptions were not aware of the significant management 
issues flagged by the regulators in their bank examination reports. 
Treasury heavily relied on the CAMELS management component rating 
assigned by the FBAs when evaluating management's effectiveness. 
Almost all of the banks in our sample received "2" ratings in 
management. Some of these banks, however, had management issues 
flagged in bank reports of examination or reported in supervisory 
consultation memoranda that, while they might not have affected the 
CAMELS rating, should have been relevant to Treasury's decision. 

Below are examples of institutions for which there were undisclosed or 
partially disclosed supervisory concerns about earnings performance, 
asset quality and management: 

• The supervisory memorandum for one bank disclosed that it had a 
"2" rating in asset quality, but did not mention its commercial real 
estate concentrations or the increasing credit risk associated with its 
portfolio. According to the relevant examination report, the bank had 
a commercial real estate concentration of almost 450 percent of total 
risk-based capital. The bank also had negative retained earnings in 
one of the prior three examination periods. 

Additionally, the memorandum did not disclose multiple matters 
requiring board attention that examiners raised in the relevant 
examination. Each matter on its own was not significant; however 
when considered collectively, they indicated that bank executives 
were having difficulty managing the bank overall. Because Treasury 
was not aware of these issues, it relied on the "2" rating the bank 
received for management from its FBA and the supervisory 
memorandum reference that the applicant was a "well-managed 
bank." 

• For a second bank, the FBA's memorandum omitted discussion of the 
bank's commercial real estate concentration. According to the 
relevant examination report, the bank's commercial real estate 
concentration to total capital ratio was nearly 500 percent, with non
owner-occupied commercial real estate at around 350 percent, 
represent ing high exposure to a risky sector. 

The bank also had multiple undis_closed matters requiring attention, 
calling into question management's ability to effectively manage daily 
operations of the bank. Key among these were inaccurate call reports 
and improper methodologies for calculating its allowance for loan and 
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lease losses and managing liquidity effectively. Because the FBA did 
not disclose these concerns, Treasury relied on management's "2" 
rating assigned by the FBA and the state regulator's observation that 
the bank had no enforcement actions. 

• An FBA reported that a third bank, a de novo,4 had negative retained 
earnings, which could lead to the state supervisory agency restricting 
dividend payments. The FBA, however, did not disclose that the 
bank's commercial real estate exposure increased from 60 to almost 
250 percent of Tier 1 capital since the last exam. Further, the FBA 
did not report that commercial real estate lending was the bank's 
primary strategy or that the loan policy approved for the bank allowed 
commercial real estate lending concentrations of up to 700 percent of 
total capital. Finally, the FBA did not disclose that the bank had three 
recent board resignations, and that in the most recent exam poor 
director attendance at board meetings constituted a matter requiring 
board attention. Treasury relied on the "2" rating the FBA had 
assigned to the bank's management. 

Without access to the underlying supervisory information, Treasury relied 
on CAMELS ratings and other positive statements in the supervisory 
consultative memoranda to evaluate the effectiveness of bank 
management, and did not obtain further information from the FBAs. 

In writing their consultations for Treasury, FDIC officials told us they 
often had access to updated state examination and supervisory 
information about SBLF applicants showing that the specific supervisory 
concerns had been satisfactorily resolved. FDIC officials said that other 
information, such as a de novo bank's rapid asset growth or poor 
earnings, was normal and did not need special mention. FDIC officials 
also stated that they used their supervisory judgment about whether to 
include the specific facts we identified, and there was no effort or intent 
to mislead Treasury as to the supervisory condition of any of the SBLF 
applicants they regulated. However, because state law precludes the 
sharing of state regulatory information, we could not verify whether 
supervisory concerns omitted from the consultative memorandum had 
been satisfactorily resolved. Finally, the FRB told us that because 
CAMELS ratings already reflected supervisory concerns involving the 
banks it regulates, additional discussion was unnecessary. 

4 A de novo bank is one that has been in operation for 7 years or less. 
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Supervisory Issues Noted Should Have Been Cause for Concern 

Previous Treasury OIG and IFBA reports have shown that poor asset 
quality, poor risk management, and passive bank boards of directors can 
contribute substantially to the decline of a bank. The Federal Reserve 
Bank of St. Louis has reported that deterioration in asset quality often 
first shows up in a bank's earnings as they begin to provision for 
potential loan losses, which occurs well in advance of other financial 
health indicators.5 Bank management's risk tolerance is also critical. For 
example, Treasury OIG reported that La Jolla Bank management 's pursuit 
of a high-risk lending strategy led the institution from average or above 
average CAMELS ratings to failure. 6 Similar management strategies of 
risky lending practices and poor risk management also contributed to 
Partners Bank's decline and ultimate fai_lure.7 In fact, FBAs regard bank 
management, which is the governance capability of an institution to 
identify, measure, monitor and control the risks of an institution's 
activities and to ensure safe, sound, and efficient operations, as the 
most important element for successful operation of a financial institution. 

These types of bank weaknesses may not mark a bank as a problem 
bank, but they do raise concerns about whether institutions with these 
issues have the fiscal ability to carry on operations, pay SBLF dividends 
and repay SBLF principal as the Small Business Jobs Act intended. 

FBAs Had Discretion over What Supervisory Issues to Report 

In May 2011, we reported concerns that the supervisory memorandum 
used in the SBLF review process allowed the FBAs significant discretion 
on the type of information to provide Treasury. The memorandum 
allowed FBAs to provide discussion of material supervisory issues in the 
form of supporting comments in a narrative. We noted that while the 
information requested may h ave been sufficient under the process 
established for the Troubled Asset Relief Program because the FBAs 
were recommending institutions for funding, it was not sufficient for 
SBLF because Treasury was making the investment decisions. Therefore, 
we recommended that Treasury explicitly request more robust 
information to be reported in the FBA consultative memoranda. 

5 Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis, Earliest Indicator of Bank Failure Is Deterioration in Earnings, 
Spring 2010. 
6 0lG-11-086, Safety and Soundness: Material Loss Review of La Jolla Bank, FSB, July 14, 2011. 
7 OIG-11-084, Safety and Soundness: Material Loss Review of Partners Bank, July 14, 2011. 
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Treasury Admitted Institutions Despite Supervisory Issues and Investment Staff 
Concerns about Applicant Repayment Ability 

In many cases, Treasury had negative superv isory information prior to 
making investment decisions, and approved institutions without 
considering such information or clearly documenting the bases 
supporting its decisions. Even without the supervisory information, 
Treasury personnel questioned whether 8 of the 12 institutions would be 
able to pay Treasury dividends on SBLF securities, including one whose 
regulator had restricted it from paying dividends. Treasury also approved 
three institutions with repayment probabilities below program thresholds 
and two institutions that Treasury correctly noted would have t o use 
SBLF funds and/or borrow money to pay SBLF div idends and/or finance 
bank operations. For example: 

• One de nova bank had less-than-satisfactory earnings ratings in two 
of its last three exams. Although the capital levels for the bank 
appeared to be satisfactory, examiners had concerns with the high 
risk the bank carried. Commercial real estate exposure was almost 
300 percent of total risk-based capital, excluding owner-occupied 
commercial real estate. Just over half of the bank's loan portfolio was 
concentrated in approximately 30 loans to very few borrowers in a 
volatile sector. As of September 30, 2011, the bank had reduced its 
commercial real estate from the prior year, but had nearly doubled its 
provisioning for loan and lease losses, while total non-current loans 
and leases had increased by almost 800 percent over the same 
period. 

Additionally, the FBA disclosed that past strategic planning had been 
inconsistent, and that not only were there no plans to raise capital, 
but the bank also planned to reduce capital. In addition, deteriorating 
asset quality might constrain the bank's ability to effectively engage 
in small business lending. The consultative memorandum further 
disclosed that problem loan identification was weak, and that in an 
effort to reduce overhead, the bank fired its chief credit officer and 
had no intention of filling the position. The memorandum also said 
that the absence of a chief credit officer contributed t o the increase 
in adverse classifications and non-accrual loans. When it evaluated 
this bank, Treasury relied on the "2" rating the bank received for 
management from its FBA. 

• Treasury approved a holding company that, according t o its FBA, 
reported under $20,000 in cash as of December 31, 2010. As a 
result, the holding company will heavily rely on its subsidiary bank to 
service the SBLF dividend payments. The bank currently has positive 
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retained earnings, although the most relevant exam reported that 
bank earnings are not sufficient to fully support operations, 
adequately fund the bank's allowance for 'loan and lease losses, and 
maintain required capital levels . The bank also had negative retained 
earnings for the last three bank examinations and a less-than
satisfactory earnings rating from its FBA in each of those exams. 
Additionally, the supervisory consultative memorandum indicated that 
capital levels at the bank are realizing declining trends that would 
worsen should asset quality continue to decline. The bank's loan 
portfolio is heavily concentrated in commercial real estate, which 
comprises almost 375 percent of its Tier 1 capital, in excess of 
regulatory guidelines. Th.is leaves the bank disproportionately exposed 
to downturns in the commercial real estate market, which continues 
to experience poor values and recovery. Additionally, the bank's 
"other real estate holdings," representing loan foreclosures, grew 
from $0 in 2009 to almost $2 million as of December 31, 2010. 

Treasury explained that although they were aware of the subsidiary 
bank's "3" CAMELS rating in earnings, it expected that, as a de novo 
bank, earnings would increase over time. The bank also had almost 
$5 million in securities available for sale and net income of nearly 
$200,000 per year. Further, Treasury officials told us they were not 
concerned about the bank's declining asset quality because its non
performing assets were within reasonable limits and the bank had 
re·ceived a "2" CAMELS rating in asset quality. However, the current 
level of non-performing assets would increase as asset quality 
continues to decline. 

Treasury's disregard for the bank's "3" CAMELS rating for earnings 
and reliance on the bank's "2" CAMELS rating for asset quality put 
inconsistent emphasis on the two CAMELS ratings and discounted 
supervisory comments. We believe that Treasury should not have 
disregarded the earnings rating since future earnings are particularly 
uncertain for de novos. Additionally, Treasury should have been more 
skeptical of the high rating in asset quality, given that asset quality 
for de novo banks starts high until the portfolio matures and 
experiences more defaults. 

• Treasury admitted a second holding company that had debt on trust
preferred earnings representing almost 50 percent of its capital, 
which a subsidiary bank completely serviced. In addition to servicing 
the trust-preferred dividends, the subsidiary bank was to be the 
primary source for payment of SBLF dividends as well as for a multi
million dollar note for an airplane the holding company purchased in 
2010. 
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Although the bank's regulator reported the bank's capital as being 
satisfactory, it noted that the bank needed additional capital to meet 
growth targets. The bank received less-than-satisfactory ratings in 
earnings for the prior three examination periods. The most relevant 
exam noted that the bank continued to struggle with limited earnings 
mainly because of a declining net interest margin that required the 
bank to reduce interest rates on loans. The bank had also experienced 
a rise in problem assets, which significantly increased its loan loss 
reserves and the bank's overhead costs. According to Treasury's 
Investment Committee memorandum on the bank, past due loans 
deteriorated at the beginning of 2011, "hinting at additional asset 
quality issues still to come." 

Instead of relying on the "3" CAMELS rating the subsidiary bank had 
received in earnings, Treasury stated that it believed the bank had a 
more than sufficient level of earnings. According to the FBA, earnings 
trends were improving, and would allow the bank to service its 
obligations, including SBLF securities. In addition, prior year bank 
earnings had exceeded holding company debt service obligations for 
SBLF funding at the highest dividend rate. 

Treasury also noted that capital was "2"-rated and that the bank had 
raised additional capital subordinated to Treasury's funding. Treasury 
also observed that asset quality was "2"-rated, non-performing loans 
were below 3 percent of total loans, and non-performing assets were 
less than 2 percent of total assets. Therefore, Treasury viewed 
classified assets as manageable. 

We believe that Treasury should not have discounted the bank's 
historical struggle with earnings performance by focusing on recent, 
short term improvements in earnings. Although the bank reported 
positive net operating income during the first part of 2011, as of 
September 30, 2011, it was again negative, declining by nearly 200 
percent over the prior year. Additionally, the bank's rise in problem 
assets, coupled with its proposed reduction in interest rates on loans, 
were clear indicators that the bank's earnings might not be stable. In 
fact, by September 30, 2011, retained earnings had decreased over 
600 percent from the prior year and were negative. Further, we 
believe that Treasury had indications that asset quality, although 
rated a "2," would decline in the future. Based on the Investment 
Committee memorandum, Treasury noted that recent improvements 
in the portfolio corresponded with significant net charge-offs and a 
simultaneous deterioration in loan loss reserves. Further, Treasury 
expected additional asset quality issues to develop. We note that as 
of September 30, 2011, non-current loans and leases had declined by 
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nearly 50 percent, but provisioning for loan and lease losses had 
increased by nearly 400 percent. This would seem to indicate that 
the bank may be continuing to charge off its bad loans, while 
increasing its reserves for significant losses in the future. 

• Treasury approved a third holding company even though its FBA had 
documented, in its supervisory memorandum, concerns about the 
company's asset quality, management , and ability to pay SBLF 
dividends. The holding company was heavily reliant on the dividends 
of its subsidiary bank for its cash flow, and therefore would have to 
rely on the bank's earnings or SBLF funds to meet its obligations 
under the SBLF program. 

In September 2010, the state banking regulator rated the bank less 
than satisfactory in asset quality and management. It also noted that 
the volume of classified assets and past due loans had increased 
significantly. Bank management also needed to strengthen its credit 
risk practices and fund the allowance for loan and lease loss 
appropriately, resulting in a recommendation for a downgrade for the 
management rating. The bank's commercial real estate concentrations 
were high, at around 700 percent of total risk-based capital. 

Treasury noted that while asset quality was a concern for the bank, 
the deterioration in assets resulted, in part, from the bank's 
acquisition of a failed bank with an FDIC loss-sharing agreement and 
from the economic downturn's impact on its commercial real estate 
portfolio. Further, although elevated, Treasury believed that classified 
assets were at manageable levels. They also observed that a portion 
of the bank's loan portfolio was government-guaranteed. 

Treasury officials told us that they were not overly concerned about 
the management issues because they believed FDIC's willingness to 
let the institution acquire a failed bank is often an indicator that an 
institution is in good standing. Further, the bank's earnings, which are 
an indicator of management competency, were rated a "2" and were 
above average peer group earnings. Purchase of a failed bank, 
however, requires significant management efforts to integrate the 
acquired assets. According to the FDIC, many smaller institutions lack 
experience in working out problem credits and may not manage them 
effectively. Treasury, therefore, should have been more concerned 
about management capability and the CAMELS ratings downgrade in 
management. 

As shown in Table 1 below, Treasury's investment staff correctly 
questioned whether 8, or 67 percent, of the 12 institutions with 
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significant supervisory issues would be able to pay dividends on the 
SBLF securities. Treasury's financial analysts questioned the capacity of 
seven institutions to pay dividends and its investment analyst raised 
concerns about three. Additionally, Federal and state regulators raised 
concerns about three of the eight institutions whose repayment ability 
was questioned by Treasury staff. 

Table 1: Reviewing Bodies that Questioned a Institution's Ability to Pay Dividends 

Reviewing Body Bank: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 

Federal Regulator X X X X 

State Regulator X 

Financial Analyst X X X X X X X 

Investment Analyst X X X 
Investment 
Committee 

Sources: Institution Investment Committee Folios and the SBLF Investment Committee Minutes. 

For example, the Investment Committee, which makes the funding 
recommendation: 

• endorsed one institution that was under a dividend restriction 
imposed by its state regulator at the time of application to the 
program. Although its earnings were satisfactory for the examination 
report relevant to SBLF, the institution had negative retained· earnings 
for 1 year prior to getting into the program, which was the basis for 
the restriction. Subsequent to approval, the restriction was lifted. 
According to information provided by the state regulator on February 
23, 2011, the bank was currently unable to pay dividends because of 
negative retained earnings and could require both regulatory and 
shareholder approval before being allowed to make SBLF dividend 
payments. 

• recommended a second institution based on it using SBLF funds to 
make the dividend payments. This applicant's primary bank was 
under an informal enforcement action and was restricted from 
passing on dividends to the applicant without prior approval from its 
federal regulator. Because the applicant had no operating income, it 
was dependent on the bank's dividends to pay its operating 
expenses, including SBLF dividends. As a result, the Investment 
Committee noted that the applicant could pay its SBLF dividends with 
part of its SBLF proceeds. 
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Treasury Approved Institutions with Low Repayment Probabilities 

Treasury conducted a repayment probability analysis to evaluate the 
likelihood of applicants not repaying Treasury and established a 
probability of repayment of 80 percent as a requirement for program 
participation. However, it approved three institutions with repayment 
probabilities of less than 80 percent. The repayment probabilities for 
these institutions were 63 percent, 70 percent, and 76 percent. Two of 
the three institutions also required matching capital for investment 
approval. 

Although Treasury analysts generally discussed whether institutions 
would be able to pay dividends on SBLF securities, the Investment 
Committee minutes and program documentation did not disclose why the 
committee recommended institutions for funding that were potentially 
unable to meet their SBLF obligations. Treasury informed us that the 
credit analysts often assumed a high level of charge-offs for classified 
assets, reflecting the analysts' lack of access to supervisory information. 
In its review, therefore, Treasury would often lower the projected level 
of charge-offs. For some institutions, Investment Committee meeting 
minutes seemed to indicate that committee endorsement was based on 
either raising an institution's qualitative scores or lowering projected 
charge-offs to bring each institution's repayment probability to the 
threshold for acceptance. For example, the committee noted that once 
the "qualitative factors are n ormalized" the score for one institution 
would increase to approximately 80 percent. For another, the minutes 
noted that the probability of repayment would be 80 percent if the 
institution wrote off all of its classified assets. The minutes for the third 
institution noted that Treasury increased the institution's repayment 
probability over what the analysts predict ed by decreasing loan charge
offs. Consequently, Treasury did not review all the institutions in a 
consistent manner, since it waived the repayment threshold minimum for 
the three institutions. This gave the appearance that repayment 
probabilities were changed solely to increase each of these bank's 
chances for approval. 

Treasury Used a Flawed and Untested Credit Analysis 
Methodology to Predict Applicant Repayment Ability 

Treasury engaged two asset management firms to design a comparative 
repayment probability model to determine each applicant's likelihood of 
repayment relative to that of other community banks. This model 
provided Treasury with a forward-looking assessment of the applicants 
that were most and least likely to repay Treasury's investment out of all 
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of the applicants. Yet, Treasury treated the results of the model as 
absolute probabilities and established a t hreshold of 80 percent for 
participation. Thus, an applicant assigned an 80 percent chance of 
repayment relative to other applicants could have an actual repayment 
probability that was much lower. Although the repayment probability 
was not the single determinant of whether Treasury approved an 
institution, it was a major factor in Treasury's investment decision. 

Further, the repayment analysis required the analysts to rate applicants 
on 10 qualitative factors based on publicly-available information. The 
qualitative factors included commercial real estate concentration, reliance 
on deposit fees/debt int erchange, interest rate risk profile, regulatory 
relations/business model considerations, st ructural f unding profile, parent 
company liquidity, management strength, access to capital markets, 
financial strength, and cushion on traditional capital ratios. However, 
t wo of the factors were available only t o t he FBAs, and not t o t he 
analysts that were determining applicant repayment ability. For example, 
t he analysts were required t o rate the stability of each institution's 
management team and consider enforcement actions and similar 
regulatory concerns, but none of t hese items were publicly available. 
Additionally, because only 2 of the 23 institutions were registered with 
and reporting to the Securities and Exchange Commission, information 
was limited for the majority of the institutions, further making 
comparisons among the institutions difficult. Despite t he lack of 
supervisory or public information, analysts told us they assigned scores 
to each factor to calculate each instit ution's probability of repayment. As 
a result, analyst judgment was responsible for a large part of the 
calculation. 

The repayment methodology was also a formulaic, "one-size-fits-all 
analysis" that treated all applicant s the same regardless of their size, 
age, and geographic location . For instance, the model assigned scores to 
applicant s on quantitative and qualitat ive factors and weighted them for 
small de novo banks the same way as it scored them for large 
est ablished regional community banks. However, de novo banks 
generally require st ronger management in the early years for success, 
and therefore, management strength should carry considerably more 
weight in the analysis than was assigned . According to one regulator 
interviewed, the management strength factor should be weighted 50 to 
70 percent of a de nova bank's score versus the 5 percent weight that 
was assigned. The financial analyst s chose t he weight assignments for 
each of the qualitative factors . 
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Further, Treasury's approach limited the factors considered, which did 
not allow adjustments to be made to reflect the nuances of different 
circumstances at different institutions. According to regulators, there is a 
multitude of factors that should be considered, including the supervisory 
history of the bank. However, a formulaic approach, where every factor 
is the same for each bank, does not allow the flexibility needed to 
interject judgment or consider additional information. 

Whether Treasury's one-size-fits all repayment analysis methodology 
works for all banks is questionable because Treasury d id not validate the 

.predictability of the model before implementing it. According to the 
analysts, they often used this type of model in other applications, but 
they had never used it for determining the repayment probability of an 
investment. Because the model was new and had never been proven as 
predictive in other venues, placing heavy reliance on the model in the 
credit analysis of banks does not appear to be prudent. 

Treasury officials explained that the Department tried to get the FBAs to 
perform the repayment analysis, but according to Treasury, the FBAs 
stated that they were not well-suited to that task, and Treasury was only 
able to get limited supervisory input with respect to the financial 
performance and management of an institution. The FBAs agreed to 
provide a viability assessment, but did not agree to predict the 
probability of loss of the SBLF investment or to validate the future 
viability of applicants, even though they had access to all supervisory 
information about the applicants. 

Recommendation 

Because the period of investment for the SBLF program has passed, we 
have not made recommendations for improving the investment decision 
process. However, we recommend that Treasury create an internal 
watch list and engage in enhanced monitoring of the 12 banks with 
significant supervisory issues. This will ensure that Treasury has an 
opportunity to make recommendations to the banks' management for 
improving their financial condition if it appears necessary. 

Management Comments and OIG Response 

On January 6, 2012, we provided Treasury with a draft of the report for 
comment. On February 6, 2012, Treasury submitted a formal response, 
which is contained in its entirety in Appendix 2 to this report. 
Management agreed to take the recommended action as part of its 
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broader. asset management process, and the OIG considers 
Management's proposed action to be responsive to the recommendation. 

However, Management generally disagreed that it approved too many 
applicants and made decisions that were inconsistent and inadequately 
documented. Management also faulted the report for failing to 
acknowledge the satisfactory CAMELS ratings of the banks the OIG 
questioned, and for mischaracterizing Treasury's repayment analysis 
approach and treatment of supervisory issues. Finally, Treasury 
disagreed that FBAs may not have fully disclosed all significant 
supervisory issues to Treasury. Specific management comments on the 
report findings and our evaluation of them are summarized below. 

Management Comment 1 

Management asserted the report implies that Treasury should have been 
more conservative in reviewing and approving applicants, and that the 
program should have been cut in half. Management also disagreed with 
the report's conclusion that Treasury's process was inconsistent and not 
documented adequately, citing GAO's favorable description of its 
evaluation process. 

0/G Response 

The OIG disagrees with the inferences Management has drawn from the 
report. The report does say that Treasury made poorly-documented 
decisions that were based, in many cases, on incomplete information or 
inconsistent analysis. Also, in our view, Treasury's actions in some 
cases could be v iewed as imprudent because it did not require sufficient 
information or address some of the investment risks. However, the 
report does not say or imply that Treasury should have cut the program 
in half. As Management admits, the report takes no position on whether 
Treasury appropriately admitted institutions to the program. Instead, the 
report finds that Treasury did not show or document that it was aware 
of or considered the full risks of its investments. In addition, the report 
addresses only half of the early-entry approved applicants, and the OIG 
findings apply only to the sample surveyed.8 

In cont esting the report's findings, Management also stated that 
members of Congress have suggested that Treasury's admission 
st andards were too strict and that a larger pool of applicants should have 

8 Eliminating these 12 applicants from the 332 approved applicants would result in a reduction of only 
3.6 percent. 
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been approved. However, we believe that outside pressure to admit or 
deny applicants is not a proper means for making good investment 
decisions. Further, we believe the small number of approved applicants 
instead likely reflects the unpopularity of the program. Of the 6,732 
banks eligible for the program, a mere 935 applied. Based on data 
provided by Treasury, 307 withdrew voluntarily and 262 were statutorily 
ineligible or ineligible based on program standards. Of the eligible 
applicants that did not withdraw, Treasury approved 83 percent, 
suggesting that for eligible institutions, Treasury took a generous, not a 
conservative, approach. 

We also believe that Management misinterpreted GAO' s audit of its 
evaluation process and that its reliance on GAO's findings is misplaced . 
The GAO reported that Treasury established procedures to help ensure 
that applicants were evaluated consistently and were likely to repay 
funds.9 In fact, an earlier report from our office came to a similar 
conclusion.10 However, both of those audits focused on the design of 
Treasury's process. In comparison, this report examined the 
implementation of Treasury's process, and we found deviations from the 
process, vague documentation of decisions, inconsistent analysis, and 
incomplete information about applicants. 

Management Comment 2 

Management expressed concern that the report does not consider or 
acknowledge Treasury's Office of Financial Management's (OFM) 
forecast that the program will earn a profit for taxpayers and have 
smaller losses on individual investments. 

0/G Response 

OIG disagrees that it has not given consideration to OFM's forecast, 
because it addressed these projections in a prior report, 11 and concluded 
that Treasury's cost projection was overly optimistic. That report 
expressed concern that Treasury did not consider either historlcal 
retained earnings as an indicator of earnings performance or supervisory 

9 GAO-12-183, Additional Actions Needed to Improve Transparency and Accountability, December 
2011. 
10 OIG-SBLF-11-001 , Small Business Lending Fund: Investment Decision Process for the Small Business 
Lending Fund, May 13, 2011. 
1 1 OIG-SBLF-11-003, SMALL BUSINESS LENDING FUND: Treasury Should Consider Supervisory 
Concerns Regarding Participant Management and Historical Retained Earnings When Estimating the 
Cost of the SBLF Program, December 22, 2011. 
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concerns regarding participant management. Both factors could lead to a 
higher-than-expected default rate among participant banks, which could 
result in Treasury receiving less income than expected over the life of the 
program, thereby increasing program costs. 

Management Comment 3 

Management expressed concern that the report does not acknowledge 
that all 12 institutions received a composite "2" CAMELS rating from 
their FBAs, indicating they were fundamentally sound. Also, 
Management questioned why the OIG believed the 1 2 institutions had 
significant supervisory issues when their FBAs, who have a wealth of 
supervisory experience, gave them satisfactory CAMELS ratings. 

0/G Response 

The OIG agrees that the institutions in question were each assigned a 
composite "2" rating by their FBAs, which is mentioned in the text of 
the report. The report does not question the CAMELS ratings 
themselves, but suggests that the CAMELS ratings alone do not provide 
sufficient basis for making investment decisions. First, CAMELS ratings 
are static. They reflect the bank's information as of the quarter prior to 
the start of the examination. Some banks are examined as infrequently 
as every 18 months. Therefore, the CAMELS ratings can easily become 
stale. Treasury recognized this in its Capital Purchase Program (CPP) 
application process under the Troubled Asset Relief Program and 
assigned a presumptively higher level of scrutiny to banks with CAMELS 
ratings that were over 6 months old. Additionally, the FDIC has stated 
that "between examinations a bank's financial condition may change so 
that the CAMELS rating is no longer accurate." Secondly, and ·more 
importantly, the FDIC OIG has found that state and federal regulators do 
not always adequately assess risk in assigning CAMELS ratings. The 
CAMELS ratings represent the examiners' subjective assessments of the 
bank's condition. Finally, the FBAs were clear in their agreement with 
Treasury that their validation assessment would not predict future 
losses. As OIG and FBA reports have previously shown, supervisory 
concerns noted in bank examinations relative to asset quality, risk 
management, and the strength of a bank's board can contribute 
substantially to the decline of a bank. 

Therefore, knowing that the CAMELS ratings were static and insufficient 
for predicting future losses, Treasury, as the investor, should have 
collected the additional information needed to determine whether the 
banks could repay its investment. Instead, by declining to require specific 
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information from the FBAs and depending heavily on the CAMELS 
ratings, Treasury essentially left the fundamental decision to the FBAs. 

Finally, we disagree with Management's inference that the OIG lacks 
supervisory expertise. The OIG has significant experience with evaluating 
the condition of individual financial institutions. The OIG is responsible 
for conducting material loss reviews that determine why individual banks 
fail. This has given the OIG substantial expertise on banking supervisory 
issues, particularly those that can materially impact the health of a bank. 

Management Comment 4 

Management states that the report's description of SBLF staff overriding 
the repayment analysis results and deviating from Treasury's credit 
analysis process is incorrect. Management also contests the report's 
observation that the purpose of the re-evaluation appeared. to be to 
increase each bank's chances of approval, stating that the purpose was 
instead to give full and fair consideration to all applicants. 

0/G Response 

OIG disagrees with Management's characterization of the rationale for 
increasing the repayment probabilities because it is unable to 
substantiate Management's assertion. In the sample reviewed, Treasury 
established a participation threshold of an 80 percent repayment 
probability, and increased the repayment probability percentage for three 
institutions. The purpose may have been to give full and fair 
consideration to each applicant, as Treasury states, but the documents 
we reviewed did not support that. Instead, Treasury explained it made 
upward adjustments to normalize qualitative factors, or adjust 
assumptions about loan charge-offs. Further, the repayment probability 
appeared to be subject to prudential adjustments in only one direction: 
up, not down, and therefore gave the appearance that they were 
performed to aid the institutions. 

Management Comment 5 

Management stated that it was never Treasury's objective to approve 
only institutions with no supervisory issues. Further, in support of the 
program and Treasury's process, Management stated that all 332 
institutions participating in SBLF-including the 8 institutions for which 
Treasury staff questioned the ability to pay dividends-have made the 
first dividend payments due under the program. 
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O/G Response 

The OIG agrees with Management's description of the program, and 
congratulates Management on receiving the initial dividend payments. 
However, we do not believe that the payment of the first of 18 quarterly 
dividends over a 4 ½-year period is particularly predictive. As of February 
15, 2009, only 8 out of the then 532 CPP participants had failed to 
declare a dividend payment to Treasury. By September 30, 2009, the 
number of CPP participants that had failed to declare a dividend had 
jumped to 38. Starting on December 31 , 2009, the number of 
institutions missing dividend payments increased quarterly to 43, 67, 
109, 137, and 155 before tapering off. By now, nearly 4 years into the 
program, 1 97 of the remaining 371 CPP participants have missed 
dividend payments. Therefore, in a similar program, institutions made 
early payments and then began to struggle to meet remaining 
obligations. 

As stated in the report, OIG does not question Treasury's ultimate 
investment decisions. As Management notes, among the risks that 
Treasury discussed was the chance that some of the institutions 
admitted might struggle to pay dividends. Given the multi-year nature of 
the investment, Management's reliance on the payment of the first 
dividends does not address the report's concern that Management did 
not adequately consider long-term risks. 

Management Comment 6 

Management also disagrees with the OIG's contention that the FBAs 
may not have fully disclosed supervisory issues to Treasury. 

O/G Response 

OIG disagrees with Management's assertion, and is uncertain as to the 
basis for Management's statement. Management did not require specific 
supervisory information or ask for reports of examination that would 
inform it as to whether all supervisory issues were disclosed. However, 
the OIG compared the reports of examination to the supervisory 
consultative memoranda and identified multiple issues that the FBAs did 
not report to Treasury. The OIG then discussed these omissions with 
Management, which acknowledged that it was unaware of some of the 
information in those reports. Management may not agree that the 
information described was significant, but they did not receive it. 
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* * * * * * 

We appreciate the courtesies and cooperation provided to our staff 
during the audit. If you wish to discuss the report, you may contact me 
at (202) 622-1090. 

Isl 

Debra Ritt 
Special Deputy Inspector General for 
Office of Small Business Lending Fund Program Oversight 
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Appendix 1 
Objectives, Scope, and Methodology 

We conducted the audit of the initial investment decisions for the Small 
Business Lending Fund (SBLF) in response to our mandate under section 
41 07 of the Small Business Jobs Act of 2010. 12 This section provides 
that the Office of SBLF Program Oversight is responsible for audit and 
investigations related to the SBLF program and must report at least twice 
a year to the Secretary of the Treasury and Congress on the results of 
oversight activities, including recommended program improvements. 

We initiated our audit of the initial investment decisions on May 25, 
2011. Our objective was to determine whether the initial group of 
institutions approved for participation in the SBLF program was financially 
sound and able to meet SBLF repayment and dividend obligations. Our 
audit focused on 23 of the first 55 participants approved for funding and 
Treasury's implementation of the investment decision process. To further 
evaluate the effectiveness of the decision process, we followed up on our 
previous report recommendation that Treasury obtain more robust 
information from the appropriate federal regulators on the financial health 
of institutions seeking funding. 

To address the audit objective, we reviewed SBLF memoranda, charters 
establishing the Application Review Committee and Investment 
Committee, and memoranda of understanding between Treasury and 
federal banking agencies (FBAs). We also reviewed the Investment 
Committee folios for the 23 institutions, including Investment Committee 
Memoranda; Supervisory Consultation Memoranda from the FBAs; 13 the 
institutions' applications; third-party credit analyses; and a dividend self
certifications provided by applicants. Additionally, we reviewed the 
relevant reports of examination from each institution's FBA, Call Reports; 
Uniform Bank Performance Reports for the institutions; and Investment 
Committee and Application Review Committee minutes. We did not 
obtain reports of examination from state regulators because state laws 
prohibit the sharing of reports of examination with non-regulatory entities. 

We interviewed SBLF program staff to gain an understanding of the 
application review process and Treasury's third-party financial analysts to 
obtain further clarification on the repayment probability calculation and 
credit analysis. We met with two FBAs - the Federal Deposit Insurance 

12 The Small Business Jobs Act of 2010, Public Law 111-240, was signed into law on September 27, 
2010. 
13 FBAs for the 23 institutions were either the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation or the Federal 
Reserve Board. 
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Appendix 1 
Objectives, Scope, and Methodology 

Corporation and the Federal Reserve Board - that reviewed the banks 
selected for our audit. We also interviewed another federal regulator to 
obtain its perspective on Treasury's SBLF application review process, 
including the repayment probability calculation and supervisory 
consultation request. 

We conducted our fieldwork from July 201 1 to January 2012 in 
. accordance with Government Auditing Standards. Those standards 
require that we plan and perform the audit to obtain sufficient, 
appropriate evidence to provide a reasonable basis for our findings and 
conclusions based on our audit objectives. We believe that the evidence 
obtained provides a reasonable basis for our findings and conclusions 
based on our audit objectives. 
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Debra Ritt 

Appendix 2 
Management Comments 

DEPARTMENT OF THE TREASURY 
WASHINGTON O C 20220 

February<>. 2012 

Special Deputy Inspector General for 
Office of Small Busines:- Lending Fund Program Oversight 
U.S. Department of the Treasury 
I 500 PeTIIlS}frania Ave111Je. \:\\" 
\\'ash.ingtm, DC 20220 

lkdf \ 1s. Ritt: 

Thank you fc:-r the opportunity to re\iew the draft report by the Office of Inspector G-.!neral 
tOIG) entitled Rel"il'w of Sowul11ess Q{ bii-,tslmelll Decisions Regarding Em·~,·-Er111~v JnstintJions 
i1110 the SBLF Program (the Report) This lener pro,ides our official coin~nt 

The Department of the Treasury (Trea::,"UJ1') appreciate- the role of strong m·ersighl 0f tl1e Small 
Bll',iness Lending Fund I SBLF). ~luch of the foedback your ofiice has offered ov<!r the past year 
has contributed to the design and implementatjoo 0fthe prc,gram. which has been a success. 
SBLF in.stitutic,ris already have made important progress 1oward achieving the goal of increasing 
small busine"' lending As of the third quarter of2011. SBLF participants lia\·e increa~d their 
;;mall business lending by S:S5 bilhon. OI" by 9 .8 percent m·er ha.sclme \eYels These increases 
are wide.,,--pread. Over - g perc.:nt of all participam. have increa,;ed !heir small business lending. 
Furd~r. a substantial majority of participants- more than oO perc .. '111- have increased their small 
busu'k.>-ss lending by 10 pen.--ent 0r lll('Te .. -\nd lending through the pr0i:o-am has been widely 
distributed across tl1e country. Banks and community development loan funds in -B states and 
the District of Columbia h,,w reported increased lending 

In regard ll' 111-! Report. however. we have numerous Cl'lflcems. A.,; an iruti.al matter. lhc overall 
tenor implies that Treasury should ha\'e ~en more con.sctvati\'e i11 revie\-.ing and approving 
applicants. FN example, the Repc>rt cmcludes that o,·er half of the first approwd institutions 
that 010 re,iewed had ""significant supenisory isstk!S. •-: The Repl'lft als0 claims that Treasury 
was unaware 0fissues that "s!K'ttld have been cause fr•r concern:· and it dedicate., :.e,·eral pages 
to describing nt!gati,·<! fac1~,rs that Treasury should ha,·e considered ITK'Te carefully. 

We disagree with any suggesti~,n that Trea.,nry appr~---ved 100 many applicants Cutting the 
prc.l!:?rom in h:1lf as the repc>rt ,eems to pmpc>se- wt,u!d ha\·e r.:duccd the impact of the pr0gram 

' SBI.F Fwrtl1 Quartn 2011 r«• of Flmds Report· Repon ~•r,J.i.IU,dptusuaJU to S,,rtio,1 .JJ()6l.~) 0/1/11• .<;,,,aJJ 
Bw,i,ll!ss Jobs .-tC'I of 2010. ,·ubmiued to Co11gre,., ()(1 Janu<IJ) 9. 201:?. 
' OIG rnicwcd ~ ; ,:,fthe first appro\·ed in,;1it111ions and concluded that I~ had .. significant supcr\'i~OI)· issues:· 
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dramalically. If anything. \"ariotL" vk-,nbcr., of Congn.-ss ha\"c suggested that Trcasu~ ·s proccs.sc 
wa.~ too stncl TI1ey ha\"c argucd that Treasury .should ha\·c approved a larg-.'T. not smaller. pool 
of applicants. For example. Senator Jerry Moran rec ... -,1tly noted that participation rah:s w-.-rc 
lowcr than expected. suggesting that thii. may have been hc.:atL'-e --3ddition;1I scrutiny. well 
beyond Lh:ll contemplatcd b) Congr<!Ss. "as employed in the [consideration I proc.:s..,:·' Senator 
Carl Ixvin similarly stated that thc main .:ompl3int he r..-cciwd was that Treasury implemented 
th.: SB[ F program in ··a \"ery conscrn1ti\·c way .. to prolt.-ct ta.,pay ... TS a \\3) that made thc 
program ··t.:ss a\"ailabk to more banks.-' ·111e Report states that OIG docs ""not eondudc that 
Tr..:.t.sury inappropriatcly appro,·ed these institutions for SBLF participation . .. :· In other 
words. 010 is not criticizing Treasury·s ultimate in\"cstmcut decisions. :-.:oncthekss. we bcli..:\"c 
the Report could mislead rcadcrs by suggesting that Trcasul') appro\·cd too many applicants. 

Thc Report otherwise foc..,.1s-.-s on Trea.sury ·s process rather than its in,·est.ment decisions and 
concludes that the process was inconsistent and not documcntcd adcqualcly. ..\gain. wc disagree. 
Treasury worked dose!) \\ ith the fodcrnl banking regulators to develop a rc\·icw process that 
was robust in both dcsign and implementation. Trcasury confim1cd cach applicant·s elig ibility 
for the program. consulted \vith the r.:le\"aut '-late and fodeml b:ml...ing regulators. and perfonned 
.i detailed financial assessment of each applicant. TI1e a.c;sessmeiits included. among othcr th ings. 
an e,·alu3tion of the institution·s likelihood ofrepaymcnL a rc,ie\\ o f its snmll busine,;s lcnding 
pl;m. and an examin.ition of scctor analyses or curro!Jlt indust0 tr.:nd reports. Treasury also 
considcred all supef\"isory consultation memos from an applicant's regulator. whid1 dcscribcd 
the institution·s financial condition and performance. t·ltimatdy. Tn:asuf) weighed these 
rck\'aut factors and made considcrcd judgment .. about each applicant. 

There i.s s trong .:vidcncc that Trcasui: ·s c,·aluation pro1:.:ss \\3!; thorough and consistent. ll1c 
Government Accountability Otlicc eondut."'ted an in-d.:pth n:\"iC\\ of the SBLf program and 
concludcd that ·"Trca.,t~· adopted prot.-edur-.>S to help ensurc that applicants were evaluated 
consi«tt'lltl~ and \\Cre lil...cly to repay fund" .. . :•5 In addition. Tr1..-a.c,u0 ·s Office of Financial 
;-.fanagcmcnt rcccntly forct.-astcd tl1at thc progrnm as a whole\\ ill cam a profit for t3xpa) crs and 
that losses on indh·idual in,·cstmcnts will be well bclow initial projections because Trca..,ury 
:ippro\ ed institutions that werc far strong.er than originally anticipated \\' c do not belic\"c that 
the Report ad..:quatcly considcr., or acknowledges this infonnation. 

In addition. the Report contains a numhc.- of ina-.-curacic<; and omLs.,ions. Wc h:\\c listed hduw 
sc,·eral c,aJnplc'- that we raised in meeting.,;\\ ith your team regarding iLs analy~is of 12 a1>pron:d 
Sl3LF institutions: 

' l ' S. Serotc Comnuttee on Banking. Housing. nnd l 'rben Afliurs Questions for the Rtt<'r<l from hearing enmkd 
Fman1:1ul Srub,bty Owro,s;lu Cow,c,1 ", IJmuul R .·porl to Cmigr.:ss (Oct o. ::01 I) 

' l ' S Sen:11~ !im:ill 81.bincss anJ Fntrq,reneur'lh1p Comm111~.: hc,it1ng cnlitle<l /lt!l'I<"" oftJi,, sm..,lf lJ111m.-'t~ Job, 
Act(()ct Ill. ::01 l ) 

' G \ 0. Small Bzmn.--..,; I imdmg F1111d: ldd1110,u,1l kllom \'.-.,d.:d to lmpro,-., Trn11rp.1,v11,1· and k,·ount<1b1/11y 
~ii\O-l:> lll"\ (Dc.: 14 ::oll) 
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• Th.: Report condudcs that thcs.: SBLF insti tuti,ms had --significant sup.:r .-isory issucs .. 
that .:ould h inder them from r.:pa'.1--ing Treasury. ·n1e R.:pon fails to a..:"nm, l.:dg.: that a ll 
12 institutions ,,.:r.: assigned a composit.: ··r r;1t ing by thcir fod.:r.1I hanl..ing r.::gulators 
undcr the l ·nifonn Finandal Institutions Rating Svstcrn. ll1c definition of th is rating 
s tah:s that ••finan..:ia l inst itutions in this group are fundamentally sound .. . (tjhcre arc no 
mat ... -rial supcr,isory con..:.:ms. ··6 13an!-ing r.:gulators ha\'.: a w.:.-ahh of .:xp ... -ri.:111::.: 
e,-..,luating the condit ion of indh-idual tinanda.l institution.«. It is tu1clcar "11y 010 
bdic\'.::s that thcsc institutions had significant s up.:n·i<;o~ issue,; dcspit .:.- th.:.-i r sat isfo.:tory 
ratings from banking rcgulator.<. 

• ·111c Rcport states that SBLf staff··o,·errodc .. r.:paymcnt analys is results and ··d .:\'iatfcdj 
from Trca."ury ·s crcdit ana l~ sis process . .. ll1is il< not trn.: . SB! ,F's documented poli..:y 
,-.1s to make indep.!ndent det...·-nninations for institution" that rc<...-.::i,·ed diflering 
asscssm.:nts from third-party credit analysts ,U1d from banl..ing rcgulalOI'$. 'll1ird-party 
anal,-sts did not ha,·e access to confidential supcffisory infom1ation . . •\ccordingh·. SBI.F 
staff c,msidcred all a\'ailabk infom1ation in such ca.."""S and made inde pendent dccisions. 
' (he purpose of the policy "a." to gi,·c li.111 and fair .:onsid.:ration to ea.:h applicant. not "'to 
increase each bank ·s chances of appro,·al. .. as the Rcpon states. 

• 'Inc Report <-'('ndudc..; that Trca.«l!J;, ";idmin.:d ins titutionl< despit..: '<UP,:r\'iso~ · issu-.-s and 
in,·cstment slaff ..:oncems about applicant rcpaym..:nt ability." It ,,w; ne,·er Trea.s u,y ·;; 
ohjccti,·c to approve only instituti;ons ,,ith no supcn·iso~- issues. Instead. T rca."u~· 
sought to constrnct a portf,>li,l that rdle.:tcd an o\'erall risk le,·d and program cost and 
that \\ould achie,·e the dual obj .. -.:ti\'es o f increas ing small business lending\\ hile also 
protecting the la.'q>aycr ·s in,·.:stmc:nt In parti ... -ular. th.:- Rcpon ciks .:ight of the 
institutions and note'- that staff questioned their ability to 1>ay di,·idcnd". It is entirely 
a ppropriatc in a robust in,·cstm.:nt process to discu"s ri,1,. factors associated \\ ith potentia l 
i11\'cstmcnts. l 'himatcl~. SBI F slaff consickr.:d the imestm..:nt ri,.J,..<; cited in th..:: Report 
along,, ith o ther mitigating factors a.nd recommended approYal of cach of th..: eight 
l.JlStittnions .. \nd to date. all 332 il'L'ilitutions participating in SBLF including those 
cight haw mack all di,·idcnd payments du.:- undcr th,· program. 

Final!~ . \\C disagr.::e ,,ith ~our contention that thc f.:-deral hanking regulators ma~ no t havc fi.1II~ 
disdoscd all significant superYisor:- issues to Treasu~ ·. 

Despik our concerns. Tr.:asu~· docs not object to th..:: Report's sole rc..:ommcndation that 
Tr,•asu~· "crcatc an intcmal watch list and engage in .:nhan.:cd tlh>nito ring" of the 12 banks 
indud.:d in 01< i ·,.. analysis. Whilc "e di,,;agree that th ... -se banhs had "signifo:anl supervisor:-· 
issue« ... Treasu~· agrccs to take the re..:ommend.:d steps as part of its broader asset managemcnt 
prO<."<!S'-. 

·1hanl.. you again for the opportunity lo comment on the Rcpolt. \\'e look fon,·ard to continuing 
our \\Ori.. together in the future. 

• h :J cra l l l<-p<>sit ln~urnnc< < \1rp<1mtwn. < 'amp,).<il, Ratm;.:, D,di11111on l1'1. p ti (a,·mlabk al 

bUC! ~ \\ \\ IJtc -~,\ rc,•ul 1lh n, ''·lQ1t0·11JlYr: OllJpg·, [I>[ ' ~>'001"\ ..... IW R,u,ng, I ,rt,01111.1:0 , .... , P\H) 
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Sinc~-rcly. 

il/2___; 
Don Gmn.-s Jr. 
Deputy Assistant Secretary 
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FDII 
Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation 
550 1711> Sl•f!l'!I NW, 'Nast,;,g:oo. 0 C 20429,9990 Ccf:51011 cl R~~ ~~ 

February 7. 201 2 

Mr. Eric Thorson 
Inspector General 
Department of the Treasury 
Ollice of the Inspector General 
l 500 Pennsylvania A venue. NW 
Washington. D.C. 20220 

Re: 010 Draft Report captioned ·'Re\'iew of Soundness of ln\'estment Decisions Regarding 
Early-Entry Institutions into the SBLF program: · 

Dear Mr. 'Jborson: 

The FDIC appreciates the opportunity to comment on your draft audit report concerning the 
Small Business Lending Fund (SBLF) Program. 

After reviewing the docwnent in depth. the FDIC does not agree with some of the underlying 
premises and the general tenor of the draft audit report. 

The role of the federal banking agencies, including the FDIC. in the SBLF process was to 
provide information to Treasury that Treasury could use in ma.king its investment decisions. The 
FDIC did not make recommendations regarding whether Treasury should invest in any 
institution. The FDIC pro, idcd consultation memoranda with the most recenL relevant 
supervisory information available to us. 

The draft audit report includes criticisms involving seven satisfactorily perfomung FDIC
supervised institutions that are rated "2 ' in the CAMELS rating system. The report suggests that 
the FDIC somehow misled Treasury into approving SBLF applicants that were. in the view of 
the Inspector General unqualified for program funds. To the contrary. the FDIC followed the 
requirements of the law to consult with Treasury regarding its superYiscd institutions and 
carefully followed Treasury's consultation document instructions for the fedeml banking 
agencies In no way did this agency misrepresent the facts to benefit panicipation by SBLF 
applicants. 

Our overall impression from reading the draft report is that a reader would reach incorrect 
conclusion.,; about the SBLF progrum and information supplied by the FDIC. Consequently, we 
do not belie\'e that limited edits can address the li.mdamcntal concerns we have with the report. 
We have pro, id<..--d the attached redline which attempts to correct sped fie factual errors: and ,vhat 
\\C view as certain unfounded allegations with the hope that in addition to highlighting these 
specific concerns. your re\'iew of the entire document ,.,ill help you bener understand our overall 
concerns about the draft repon. 

We would like to highlight a passage from the rcpon that illustrates our overall concerns. The 
draft audit repon states: 
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··While Treasury intended to approve only those institutions that could meet SBLF 
program dividend and repayment obligations, our review of23 approved institutions 
disclosed that 12, or -2 percent. had significant supervisory issues that could restrict 
their ability to meet their tinancial obligations to the SBLF program .. . Jn some cases, 
however. Treasury d id not have sufficiently robust infonnation from the FBAs about 
the financial condition o f institutions seeking funding or the FBA..5 did not ful ly 
disclose concerns reported in bank examinations . . Jn some instances, regulators 
lifted enforcement actions prior to Treasury's im·cstmcnt decision. giving the 
appearance that the actions occurred to al low institutions to meet program eligibility 
rcqui rcments. ·· 

As noted above. the draft audit report refeTS to 12 institutions as having "significant supervisory 
issues:' Seven of those institutions were state nonmember institutions supervised by the FDIC 
and state banking regulators with assigned CAMELS ·2· ratings. 

We disagree ,,ith the audit report·s premise that comments contained in the exam report show 
that there v,ere known, significant supc1...-isory issues in these 2-rated institutions at tJ1e time the 
consultation memoranda were submitted. We a lso disagree ·with the implicit second-guessing of 
assigned regulatory ratings. Most ob,,iously, a CAMELS ·2· rating is indicative ofa 
satisfactorily performing institution and such institutions are unlikely to ha,'e serious supervisory 
issues. Examination findings and recommendations at such institutions are generally expected to 
be remediatcd in the normal course of business_ That was the case with the seven institutions 
cited. We a lso have significant concerns that the draft audit report takes comments in FDIC 
report of examination out of context. and does not consider the findings of state banking 
authority examinations that 1,1,crc completed between the time of the FDIC examination and the 
completion of SBLF consultation documenlS. 

The audit report also criticizes our consultation memorandums· lack of detail on commercial real 
estate (CRE) concentrations. lmportantly. information on CRE concentrations was readily 
available to Treasury through public data sources familiar to the SBLF program stalT such as 
Call Reports, l 'nifom1 Bank Performance Reports. and public filings. Morcov(.'f, Treasury did 
not re4ue!;t the agencies to provide these data clements in consultations. In a nwnber of the 
consultations which the FDIC provided throughout the process, CRE concentrations ,vere 
discussed in detail where appropriate. There was no attempt by the FDIC to ignore or conceal 
CRE concentra1ion information. f urther. when Trcasl.lf) bad concerns about concentrations or 
other issues. they contacted us for more robust information which was provided. 

We also have concerns with the audi1 repon·s findings relative to the termination of two 
enforcement actions at the time of institutions· SBLF application. As background. the 
FDIC initiates. modifies, and terminates a large number o f enforcement actions each 
year. usually after the conclusion ofan on-site examination. In the two cases o f 
terminated actions that are cited in the audit report. both terminations followed recent 
examinations that rc tlcctcd improvements at the subject irL~titution. Further. one of I.he 
referenced actions \11as actuall terminated by the state banking depanmenL not the 
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FDIC. The audit's suggestion that FDIC somehow acted to remove these enforcement 
actions to help applicants obtnin SBLF funding is not warranted or factually justified. 

for a ll FDIC-supervised SBLF program applicanis. \\e provided Treasury' s SBLF 
program ollice the most recently available relemm supervisory information regarding 
program applicants in consultation memoranda. including information from stale 
examinations. The draft audit intimates th.lt the FDIC was obligated to report every 
individual supervisory finding from previous examination reports (which we would 
consider outdated in many instances). Conversely. Treasury directed the federal banking 
regulators to concisely summarize the most CWTent relevant supervisory information on 
applicant institutions in consultation narratives. The FDIC follo,,ed Treasury's 
instructions. Accordingly. outdated or less relevant supervisory information that may 
have been discussed in prior examination reports (as described in the audit) was not 
catalogued in the consultation memoranda. 

The suggestion in the draft audit report lh.lt the exi~1cnce ( or lack thereof) of supervisory 
concerns could not be verified by the Office of the Inspector General because the FDIC did not 
provide state bank examination reports is misleading. The FDIC does not have the authority to 
disclose state,bank regulators' examinations as those materials are the property of the appropriate 
state agencies. Any requests for such reports should have been made directly to the state 
banking agencies. 

In view of these concerns that reach to the premise and tenor of the draft audit report. we believe 
that substantive narrative changes arc needed beyond the comments we are providing in the 
red line edits. FDIC staff \\Ould be happy to discuss these issues in further detail at a convenient 
time. 

Sincerely. 

J7 l 1 -~ 
Sandra L. Th~pson 
Director 

cc: Debra Rill 
Special Deputy Inspector General for SBLF O versight 

Enclosure 
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ofth.: t>n.!ani/,l' lllll !k,·.1u-..: !hi.' I<, , ,·,,ndu, ,.,,,, arp,:,Jr lo I·.: l·.1,,·J, JI k;i,t ltl p 11. , ,n :1 

mi,r.:,1Jin;: ,11 th.: lin li11;;, in <'\a11111iat1<>11 rq><,rh. lh,• ,· •r du,in11' 1h,· fl, lr,1\\, fn,m th, c· 
fl!I'• >rh ,hc,uld f>..· rt·\ 1,.11nJ 

I inall:. th..: I .:J.:r,11 lk~cn ._. .. -ontinuc-. t., 1',.:lt.:, <' th.at th,· I(, rq"N.•n r.:, c:.d,, !P<> much 
in1<,m1a111,n d\.'rl\<-..l ln>m ,·ontid.:ntial :,u1x·n i'< r: r.:porh ( ii·, ... 11 th.at cc-r· 1111 in,1i1u1i1,n ar, 
di, ,u,-...:J in 1h,, rep.in 111 ,·lln,iJ.:r.1hk· Jv1Jil. r,·.1Jcr, m,i: ha,.: nr l:>cli,·, <' ·1h.:, h,lh' •· .:1111ui.:h 
int,,rm.11ion "' iJcntil~ th.:....- in,tillltit>n, . p.111i1:ul .. d: ,inn· th<.· I<, r..:port iJc1111ti.:, th.: '-•mplc a, 
2 ~ of th.: tir~I :'-5 in,1i11111ow, ,tpprm,·d umkr th,· '-Bl I- prn~ra111 Sin'-.: th.: int •rm 1111111 prm id,·, 
111 th,· I<, report i, J,t\\n fr,,m c,aninali<11l r.:port a11.J i~ µcnl.'ruil~ nqi,ui,,· t >\\ar<l !hi: 
i1h1ituti,m. ' (~cul:uinn at-,.1,11 \\h1d1 in,1i1ution j:, !,,,·inc= Ji,cu,'>\.--d ~.1111,c \<.'r: ,fam.1ginJ!. 
p:1r11n1larl: ,\ilh1)tJI the: lxcn,:li t ,,1 '<'•:in-! thc l'>road.:r _. .. ,u ... ,1 in the <,'ll(r,: .:,arn;nat11•111qx1~ 
rhi, J...111J of,·xaminatiorrrd:11 .. ·J informati1•11 i~ hiµhl, \.'Pnlidc11·1;1!. \\hid1 i, ,,h: "I.' pnn i,kJ 

.:., amina1i11n matc· iah t,, the l(i , ut>1cct ILl c·,,nlid,:ntialit) pr"\ i-..io11' \\·c J,, !!Pl !>die,.: 1ha1 
im:lu, ion 11f1hi~ dctail.:J anJ -...:nsiti\ <.: int~,mrnu,,n i, n.:-.:c:,'Jr:,. 111 ma!-.: 1h~ r-•inb th,· rcp,.,n 
,1Jd!'t.'-..,.:-... and J,J... , ,,u hl .:011"'id.:r rl.'1110\ ing m,,rc ,,f th1:, h1••hf ~ ,cn, iti\ e m.:11 .. -rial fr1111' : ,1ur 
n:p,>n. 

11.: I ed.:r.:sl R,. .. ,en.: i , pr,n iding -..xcilil.' (·dn,. d.:,ii:-ncJ ,., aJJr .. •,. ,.,me ,,f 111,...,_._. 
c,,nccm,. 1'>111 L•• full~ a,IJr .. ·s~ the·n \\,.: 1'.:li.:\ ... lll\lrt: 1homu!!h ·c\i,11•1i-.. ma: nccc,-.a~ \ \ ... 
Jppre,.;1;1i-: the opportuni1:, 1,, com--1cn1 un th.: drafi fl'.p<lll anJ , ,. >uld ,,ck >m.: th,· 1•pj'<>nuni1:- ro 
med ,, i1h ~ ou ,.tnJ ) our staff to di,cu-.;-. 1>ur c;ommcn1, in grc.1k·r J.:tail. 

S inccrd) . 
1 
J 

Jl~ut ~l_-; 

\ \Jrl Min I lun1.:r 
D.:r 11:, Dirc:.:wr 
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